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To determine how physicians might participate in the prevention of nuclear war in the post–Cold War era, we review, from a medical perspective, the history of the nuclear weapons era since Hiroshima and the status of today’s nuclear arsenals and dangers. In the 1950s, physicians were active partners in governmental civil defense planning. Since 1962, physicians have stressed prevention of nuclear war as the only effective medical intervention. Public advocacy by physicians helped end both atmospheric nuclear testing in the 1960s and superpower plans for fighting a nuclear war in the 1980s. Today’s dangers include nuclear arms proliferation, an increasing risk of nuclear terrorism, and the 35 000 warheads that remain in superpower nuclear arsenals, many still on hair-trigger alert. Physicians have recently joined with military and political leaders and over 1000 citizens’ organizations in calling for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons. Global medical collaboration in support of a verifiable and enforceable Nuclear Weapons Convention would be a major contribution to safeguarding health in the 21st century.

PHYSICIANS first confronted the implications of nuclear weapons on August 6, 1945, when surviving medical personnel struggled to care for the massive casualties in the aftermath of the Hiroshima nuclear explosion. In a city of 245 000, nearly 100 000 people were killed or doomed with one bomb, and 100 000 more were hurt. In *Hiroshima*, John Hersey described one physician’s experience as follows:

“The people... wept and cried, for Dr Sasaki to hear, “Sensei! Doctor!”... Bewildered by the numbers, staggered by so much raw flesh, Dr Sasaki lost all sense of profession and stopped working as a skillful surgeon and a sympathetic man; he became an automaton, mechanically wiping, daubing, winding, wiping, daubing, winding.”

Dr Sasaki’s patients soon developed the devastating features of acute radiation sickness, such as severe gastrointestinal problems, uncontrolled bleeding, hair loss, and extreme susceptibility to infection. With the city’s medical facilities almost entirely destroyed, effective care was virtually impossible.

1945-1946: ONE WORLD OR NONE?

Widespread joy over the ending of World War II was tempered by profound disquiet over the awesome destructive power unleashed by the splitting of the atom. President Harry S Truman’s initial reaction to news from Hiroshima—“This is the greatest thing in history!”—evolved by October 1945 into doubts that humanity and nuclear weapons could safely coexist. With leaders of Great Britain and Canada, Truman called for a United Nations (UN) commission to prepare recommendations “for the elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and of all other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction.”

In 1946, the Federation of American Scientists published the best-seller *One World or None*. Also during that year, a top-level US government committee urged a UN-enforced verifiable global ban on all nuclear weapons, stating that only “if the dangerous aspects of atomic energy are taken out of national hands...is there any reasonable prospect of devising safeguards against the use of atomic energy for atomic bombs.”

In June 1946, the Soviet Union rejected the US-proposed Baruch Plan and called on the United States to eliminate its own nuclear arsenal (2 warheads in November 1946) as a precondition for further steps in developing a comprehensive and verifiable global abolition regime. The United States refused and, with rapidly developing Cold War tensions, efforts to achieve abolition faded.

FROM ABOLITION TO THE BEST, THE BIGGEST, AND THE MOST

In the absence of a global abolition regime, the United States embraced the position of Manhattan Project Director General Leslie Groves: “If there are to be atomic weapons in the world, we must have the best, the biggest and the most.” In 1952, spurred in part by the first Soviet nuclear test in 1949, the United States exploded a hydrogen bomb, with a yield 1000 times greater than the Hiroshima bomb. The Soviet Union followed suit less than a year later. Britain (1952), France (1960), and China (1964) soon conducted their own successful atomic test explosions.
as the nations of India and Pakistan would argue in 1998, each nation insisted that if others were to have nuclear weapons then they must also.4,35

Government officials in countries with nuclear weapons regularly minimized the dangers of radiation.3,4 General Groves even testified before the US Congress that radiation poisoning was “a very pleasant way to die.”6 In March 1954, radioactive fallout from the test explosion of a US hydrogen bomb at the Bikini Atoll caused severe radiation sickness to the crew of the Japanese fishing vessel Lucky Dragon 136 km (85 m) away, killing 1 crewman.6 Public opposition to nuclear testing mounted rapidly. But few medical voices of protest were heard, with such notable exceptions as David Bradley, MD, and 1956 Nobel Peace Laureate Albert Schweitzer, MD.3,10

ORGANIZED MEDICINE EMBRACES CIVIL DEFENSE

In 1950, the US Federal Civil Defense Administration disseminated 16 million copies of a booklet titled Survival Under Atomic Attack, with widespread media support.9 That same year, organized medicine joined as an active partner in civil defense planning. The American Medical Association (AMA), the US Atomic Energy Commission, and the Federal Civil Defense Administration together brought physicians to leading medical schools for intensive training about organizing civil defense efforts in their home areas. Also, articles were published in JAMA and The New England Journal of Medicine that advised physicians on how to prepare for a nuclear attack.6,11-15

By the early 1960s, total US and Soviet arsenals had grown to approximately 30,000 warheads and 4000 warheads respectively, with a combined explosive force of nearly 4 tons of TNT (trinitrotoluene) for every man, woman, and child on the planet.14 In 1961, President John F. Kennedy called for a massive US fallout-shelter program and Life magazine ran a lengthy article assuring readers that 97 of 100 Americans would survive a nuclear war if only they built bomb shelters. Black-and-yellow fallout shelter signs were posted on public buildings and duck-and-cover drills were conducted throughout US school systems.6,12,17

1962: PREVENTION IS THE ONLY CURE

The relationship of the medical profession to nuclear weapons policy changed abruptly in 1962 when an issue of The New England Journal of Medicine was dedicated to articles on the medical consequences of thermonuclear war.13-22 Analyzing an attack on the United States postulated in 1959 by the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy, a new group called Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) documented the health effects of nuclear explosions in clinical detail. Severe traumatic injuries and massive burns, combined with life-threatening radiation exposure, would kill 1 300 000 people and injure 1 250 000 in the Boston, Mass, area alone. With widespread destruction of health care facilities, approximately 1 million of these injured would die. The authors of the articles concluded that attempted responses by health professionals after nuclear weapons had exploded would be almost entirely futile and that civil defense efforts offered little benefit. The articles and an accompanying editorial23 argued that physicians, because of their special knowledge of the medical effects of these weapons and their special responsibility to protect the health of patients and their communities, had a special responsibility to help prevent the use of nuclear weapons.

The articles gained worldwide attention, and PSR grew rapidly. Other medical studies documented increasing levels of strontium 90, a component of radioactive fallout, in the deciduous teeth of children in the United States and Europe.5,24 In October 1962, the Cuban missile crisis brought the world to the brink of actual nuclear war.25 Public concern about nuclear weapons rose to new heights.

In 1963, the United States, United Kingdom, and Soviet Union signed the Limited Test Ban treaty (LTBT), which banned nuclear test explosions in the atmosphere or undersea. In actuality, the pace of nuclear test explosions afterward increased, with more than 1000 additional tests over the next 2 decades.26 The nuclear arms race had not slowed, it had simply disappeared from public view. It had, literally, gone underground.

1964-1979: MUTUAL ASSURED DESTRUCTION

After the 1963 LTBT, public concerns about nuclear weapons dissipated almost overnight.6 The nuclear confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union appeared to have settled into an uneasy era of nuclear deterrence through mutual assured destruction (MAD).27 Mutual assured destruction was not, however, a steady equilibrium state; from 1970 to 1984, the Soviet strategic arsenal increased from 1400 warheads to 7900, while the US strategic arsenal increased from 2200 to 7400.28 Furthermore, the underground testing programs permitted by the LTBT led to the development of progressively lighter and more compact hydrogen bombs. These made the creation of multiple, independently targeted, reentry vehicles (MIRVs) possible, through which up to 16 warheads could be delivered with great accuracy by a single ballistic missile. The MIRVs, in turn, raised the specter of a possible disarming first strike and sparked increased reliance on dangerous hairtrigger, use-them-or-lose-them launch-on-warning policies.29,30

CAN NUCLEAR WAR BE WON?

With the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, President Jimmy Carter’s subsequent decision to withdraw the SALT II treaty from the US Senate ratification process, and plans by the Soviet Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to place SS-20, Pershing II, and cruise missiles in Europe as “theater nuclear weapons,” public opposition to nuclear weapons was reignited. Of greatest concern was growing evidence of superpower plans for nuclear war.

In 1976, US Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger and others warned that the Soviet Union was determined to be able to fight and prevail in a nuclear war and urged a large-scale expansion of US nuclear forces and expanded civil defense preparations.31-33 In an influential 1980 article titled “Victory Is Possible,” future Reagan Defense Department Adviser Colin Gray wrote that “the United States must possess the ability to wage nuclear war rationally.... Once the defeat of the Soviet state is established as a war aim, ... an intelligent US offensive strategy, wedded to homeland defense should reduce US casualties to approximately 20 million. ...”34 In March 1981, Richard Pipes, President Ronald Reagan’s senior adviser on the Soviet Union, warned publicly that Soviet leaders would “have to choose between peacefully changing their Communist system ... or going to war.”35 The following year, Reagan proposed a $4.3 billion civil defense program centering on “crisis relocation” of America’s urban population. The US Federal Emergency Management Agency estimated that with effective evacuation over 4 to 7 days, proper sheltering, and other civil defense measures, 80% of the US population could survive a large-scale nuclear attack.36

1980s: PHYSICIANS AND MUTUAL ASSURED SURVIVAL

Concerned by these developments, in 1980 Bernard Lown, MD, of the United States, and Evgeny Chuev, MD, Deputy Minister of Health of the Soviet Union, joined with other colleagues in founding International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW). Members
of IPPNW disseminated updated information about the medical effects of nuclear explosions. In the West and in the Soviet Union, consistently underscoring the near-total inability of the medical profession to provide effective care in the aftermath of a nuclear attack.28-34 Insisting that physicians and others could and must transcend all other political or national differences to work together for mutual survival, IPPNW grew rapidly and gained support from prominent leaders of medicine worldwide.40,44

In striking contrast to its partnership in government civil defense planning in the 1950s, the 1980s opposition of US physicians to preparations for nuclear war was strong and decisive. In 1981, the AMA Board of Trustees passed a landmark resolution stating, “[A]vailable data reveal that there is no adequate medical response to a nuclear holocaust.”50 The resolution concluded that the AMA should “inform the President and the Congress of the medical consequences of nuclear war so that policy decisions can be made with adequate factual information.” Since 1983, JAMA has devoted the first issue of each August, in commemoration of the anniversary of Hiroshima, to articles addressing the prevention of nuclear war, the health effects of nuclear radiation, and related subjects of war, conflict, and human rights.52 Other national medical organizations, such as the British Medical Association, published detailed studies about the inadequacies of medical care after nuclear attack, but like the AMA refrained during the Cold War from making specific policy recommendations regarding how nuclear war might best be prevented.56,67

In 1984, PSR (IPPNW-USA) published The Counterfeit Ark, a point-by-point technical refutation of the claimed effectiveness of the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s plans, combined with a moral condemnation of nuclear war fighting plans. The book’s editors pointed out that to “accept the survival of 80% of the US population as a reasonable policy goal is also to accept as reasonable the deaths of 45 million people.”50 The Federal Emergency Management Agency’s plans were soon widely discredited, and in 1985 President Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev jointly proclaimed that “a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought.”56

Awarding the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize to IPPNW, the Nobel Committee honored physicians for “spreading authorita- tive information and . . . creating an awareness of the catastrophic consequences of atomic warfare . . . this in turn contributes to an increase in the pressure of public opposition to the proliferation of atomic weapons.”50

Stressing the unique effectiveness of IPPNW regarding nuclear weapons, Gorbachev commented that in light “of their arguments and the strictly scientific data which they possess, there seems to be no room left for politicking.”59

On January 15, 1986, Gorbachev proposed a 15-year plan for the stage-by-stage elimination of nuclear weapons by the end of the 20th century. At their summit meeting in Reykjavik, Iceland, in October 1986, Gorbachev and Reagan seriously discussed nuclear abolition, but a tentative agreement to eliminate all strategic offensive weapons within 5 years fell apart when Reagan would not agree to permanent adherence to the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaty, since that would foreclose plans for his Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars).59

RECENT RESEARCH ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND WAR

As the 1980s progressed, scholarly reports by the World Health Organization, the Institute of Medicine of the US National Academy of Sciences, and others described previously unsuspected dangers of nuclear warfare.64-66 Scientists warned that a superpower nuclear war might cause a “nuclear winter” that could threaten the extinction of the human species,60 leading Jonathan Schell to reflect in The Fate of the Earth about the unprecedentedly grave medical and moral challenges of the nuclear weapons era.61 Even the more modest temperature drop predicted by subsequent calculations would cause serious disruptions of agriculture.62 Mass starvation and illness resulting from disruption of agricultural, transportation, industrial, and health care systems would cause between 1 and 4 billion deaths worldwide.63 The prevention of nuclear war thus became a matter of urgent and shared importance for every nation on earth—nuclear or nonnuclear, rich or poor, in the North or in the South.64

Later medical studies provided additional information about the toll of nuclear weapons production and testing. The US National Cancer Institute estimated that the release of iodine 131 in fallout from US nuclear test explosions was by itself responsible for 49 000 excess cases of thyroid cancer among Americans.63 An IPPNW study estimated that the strontium 90, cesium 137, carbon 14, and plutonium 239 released worldwide in all nuclear test explosions would be responsible for 430 000 cancer deaths by the year 2000.65 A separate study by IPPNW and the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research summarized additional widespread health and environmental effects of nuclear weapons production with massive contamination of land by radioactive materials and toxic chemicals.67

1989-1998: THE COLD WAR ENDS; NUCLEAR WEAPONS REMAIN

With the euphoria that accompanied the 1989 fall of the Berlin Wall, public antinuclear concerns again dissipated rapidly, exactly as had happened after the LTBT in 1963. Again, however, dangers from nuclear weapons continue. Despite some reductions, 35 000 nuclear weapons remain in today’s arsenals.68 Even if all existing US-Russian arms-control treaties were fully implemented (by the year 2008), nearly 20 000 nuclear warheads would remain, with an explosive force of 200 000 Hiroshima bombs. Although nuclear weapons are often thought of as a relatively inexpensive source of military strength, a recent Brookings Institution study concluded that the cost since 1940 of the US arsenal alone has been more than $5 trillion, larger than the entire US national debt.69 The United States continues to spend $35 billion annually on nuclear weapons, including $4.5 billion per year to monitor the reliability of the stockpile and to develop new weapon designs—similar to the budget for those activities during the Cold War.70,71 In 1998, the Brookings Institution estimated that $35 billion continues to be spent annually on nuclear weapons by the United States alone, including $4.5 billion per year to maintain existing weapons and develop new weapon designs.72

Dangerous Cold War launch-on-warning procedures also remain in place. An April 1998 study reported that the risk of “accidental” nuclear war was increasing, as a result of deterioration in Russian computer and radar systems.73 The study estimated that an accidental or unauthorized nuclear attack by a single Russian submarine would likely cause at least 6.8 million immediate US deaths in urban firestorms, even though concrete steps to eliminate that danger are available.

Other risks include the possibility of nuclear terrorism by subnational groups.74,75 A recent, authoritative book concluded that with “the end of the Cold War . . . the risk of a nuclear detonation on American soil has increased . . . the leakage of weapons-useable nuclear materials from the former Soviet Union is already occurring and could easily get worse in frequency and magnitude . . . no reality of the post–Cold War international environment constitutes a more direct threat [to US security]. . . .”75

India and Pakistan

The May 1998 series of Indian and Pakistani nuclear test explosions sparked fears both of a South Asian nuclear war and of an unraveling of global efforts to
prevent nuclear proliferation and to implement the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban treaty. Reiterating its opposition to the perpetuation of "nuclear apartheid," under which the 5 permanent members of the UN hold tightly to their own nuclear arsenals while denying them to all others, India has repeatedly called for a serious global commitment to nuclear abolition.89,90

**ABOLITION 2000: A NUCLEAR WEAPONS CONVENTION**

In December 1994, the IPPNW united all of its anti–nuclear weapons activities within a campaign titled Abolition 2000, with the goal of a signed global agreement by the year 2000 that would commit the world to the permanent elimination of nuclear weapons within a specific time frame.80

In April 1995, a broad-based coalition of more than 100 citizens' organizations united behind a more detailed 11-point Abolition 2000 statement (Table). By early 1998, Abolition 2000 had grown to involve more than 1000 citizens' organizations in 75 countries.81 Building on lessons learned from the first 50 years of unsuccessful efforts to achieve a definitive solution to the dangers of nuclear weapons, today's Abolition 2000 campaign has integrated global grassroots activities with legal initiatives and collaboration with military, political, and other world leaders, all aiming to culminate in a global treaty banning nuclear weapons. Important milestones in the past 2 years have transformed nuclear abolition from a utopian dream to a serious objective.

In 1995, the German Medical Association called for nuclear abolition, followed by national medical organizations in Japan, Norway, Switzerland, and elsewhere.82 In the United States, the American College of Physicians, the American Public Health Association, and PSR (IPPNW-USA) have all called for an abolition agreement by the year 2000.83 In December 1996, the AMA called for the abolition of all weapons of mass destruction: nuclear, chemical, and biological.84

In July 1995, US Air Force General Charles A. Horner, responsible for defense of the United States and Canada against nuclear attack in his role as head of the US North American Aerospace Defense Command, issued a public appeal for the abolition of nuclear weapons that was unprecedented for an active-duty officer: "I want to get rid of them all... Think of the high moral ground we secure by having none... It's kind of hard for us to say... You are terrible people, you're developing a nuclear weapon' when the United States has thousands of them."85

**Abolition 2000 Statement**

A secure and livable world for our children and grandchildren and all future generations requires that we achieve a world free of nuclear weapons and redress the environmental degradation and human suffering that is the legacy of 50 years of nuclear weapons testing and production.

We call upon all states, particularly the nuclear weapons states, declared and de facto to take the following steps to achieve nuclear weapons abolition. We further urge the states' parties to the Nonproliferation Treaty to demand binding commitments by the declared nuclear weapons states to implement these measures:

1. Initiate immediately and conclude by the year 2000 negotiations on a nuclear weapons abolition convention that requires the phased elimination of all nuclear weapons within a time-bound framework, with provisions for effective verification and enforcement.
2. Immediately make an unconditional pledge not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons.
3. Rapidly complete a truly comprehensive test ban treaty with a zero threshold and with the stated purpose of precluding nuclear weapons development by all states.
4. Cease to produce and deploy new and additional nuclear weapons systems, and commence to withdraw and disable deployed nuclear weapons systems.
5. Prohibit the military and commercial production and reprocessing of all weapons–usable radioactive materials.
6. Subject all weapons–usable radioactive materials and nuclear facilities in all states to international accounting, monitoring, and safeguards, and establish a public international registry of all weapons–usable radioactive materials.
7. Prohibit nuclear weapons research, design, development, and testing through laboratory experiments including but not limited to nonnuclear hydrodynamic explosions and computer simulations, subject all nuclear weapons laboratories to international monitoring, and close all nuclear test sites.
8. Create additional nuclear weapons–free zones such as those established by the treaties of Tlatelolco and Raratonga.
9. Recognize and declare the illegality of threat or use of nuclear weapons, publicly and before the World Court.
10. Establish an international energy agency to promote and support the development of sustainable and environmentally safe energy sources.
11. Create mechanisms to ensure the participation of citizens and nongovernmental organizations in planning and monitoring the process of nuclear weapons abolition.

A world free of nuclear weapons is a shared aspiration of humanity. This goal cannot be achieved in a nonproliferation regime that authorizes the possession of nuclear weapons by a small group of states. Our common security requires the complete elimination of nuclear weapons.

In July 1996, the World Court unanimously ruled that nations have "an obligation to pursue in good faith and to bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects," under Article VI of the Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty.86

In August 1996, the Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons, which included military and political experts from all countries with nuclear weapons, outlined a series of concrete steps toward abolition that could begin immediately and concluded that the "proposition that nuclear weapons can be retained in perpetuity and never used accidentally or by decision defies credibility. The only complete defence is the elimination of nuclear weapons and assurance that they will never be produced again."87

In December 1996, 63 generals and admirals from 17 nations, including General Horner, General Lee Butler (director of the US Strategic Command from 1991 to 1994, responsible for the entire US strategic nuclear arsenal), and US General Charles A. Horner (former Supreme Allied Commander of NATO forces in Europe), issued an unequivocal call for nuclear abolition: "We have been presented with a challenge of the highest possible historic importance: the creation of a nuclear weapons–free world. The end of the Cold War makes it possible. The dangers of proliferation, terrorism, and a new nuclear arms race render it necessary."88

In June 1997, the US National Academy of Sciences report on The Future of US Nuclear Weapons Policy,89 preferring the word prohibition to abolition, concluded that the “potential benefits of comprehensive nuclear disarmament are so attractive relative to the attendant risks—and the opportunities presented by the end of the Cold War and a range of other international trends are so compelling—that... increased attention is now warranted to studying and fostering the conditions that would have to be met to make prohibition of nuclear weapons desirable and feasible.”90

Subsequently, Gorbachev, Carter, and 115 other political leaders from 46 nations issued a statement adding their support for nuclear abolition, stating that “the long-sought prospect of a world free of the apocalyptic threat of nuclear weapons is suddenly within reach” but warning that “it is also perishable.”91

A Nuclear Weapons Convention draft has been developed by an international
consortium of lawyers, scientists, and disarmament experts and is now a formal UN document, available in the 6 official UN languages for consideration and debate. An important precedent is the Chemical Weapons Convention, ratified by the US Senate in 1997, which establishes a timetable for the permanent elimination of all chemical weapons and specifies procedures for the unprecedentedly intrusive on-site inspections necessary to provide international confidence regarding treaty compliance.

**MEDICINE AND NUCLEAR WAR—LESSONS FROM THE FIRST 50 YEARS**

As the millennium approaches, the world appears to be at a crossroads with permanent risks of proliferation, terrorism, and deliberate or accidental nuclear war, or global nuclear disarmament. In the 1980s, the editors of JAMA and The New England Journal of Medicine emphasized that the voice of the medical community would be most effective if the medical profession were united in its war, or global nuclear disarmament. Whether it is even plausible that the world can still maintain a double standard, in which some nations insist that nuclear arsenals are vital to their own security while denying those same arsenals to others. A united global voice of medicine could play a powerful role in establishing for nuclear weapons the single global norm that applies to chemical and biological weapons: zero.

Finally, as was true in the period immediately following Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the current window of opportunity to build global support for nuclear abolition is almost certain to be brief. Although the abolition of nuclear weapons today has stronger support than ever before, dramatically increased efforts will be required of organizations like the American College of Physicians, AMA, American Public Health Association, PSR, and their international counterparts if the massive blast, burn, and radiation casualties that Dr Sasaki and his colleagues faced in August 1945, and the global devastation that today’s thermonuclear arsenals threaten, are to be definitively prevented. A successful campaign by medical organizations worldwide in support of a verifiable and enforceable Nuclear Weapons Convention would be an extraordinary contribution to safeguarding health in the 21st century. As Albert Schweitzer taught, “Example is not the main thing in influencing others; it is the only thing.” Nuclear abolition cannot be achieved without US leadership, yet the United States has not yet seriously questioned its commitment to maintaining a massive nuclear arsenal. According to a 1997 telephone survey of a stratified sample of 1006 US households using random digit dialing, more than 57% of US citizens want the United States to negotiate an agreement to eliminate nuclear weapons. US physicians and other citizens thus have a special opportunity and responsibility to convince elected leaders to make the abolition (or prohibition) of nuclear weapons a major national priority, as senior US officials advocated in the 1940s, as senior US military leaders and the US National Academy of Sciences advocate today, and as Article VI of the Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty legally requires.

Albert Einstein warned that “the explosive force of nuclear fission has changed everything except our modes of thinking and thus we drift toward unparalleled catastrophe. We shall require an entirely new style of thinking if mankind is to survive.” To this warning, Lown, who joined with his Russian colleague Chazov in accepting the Nobel Peace Prize on behalf of IPPNW, has added, “The new way of thinking must be an awakening to our common origins, to our shared problems, as well as to our common future. If we are to prevail, we must never delegate in the presence of challenge and never whisper in the presence of wrong.”
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